“So You Think You Can Dance” Finalist comes to the
Edinburgh Fringe Festival in [UNTITLED PROJECT] #213,
about moving life moments that find us all without words
Featured in The Philadelphia Inquirer: http://bit.ly/2Fxf185
PHOTOS: https://bit.ly/2RyH7V9
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: The 213 Collective, with “So You Think You Can Dance
USA” Season 12 finalist Virgil “lil’O” Gadson, and an ensemble of award-winning,
US-based theatre professionals, makes its UK premiere with [UNTITLED PROJECT]
#213. The performance piece with music is a surprisingly candid and profoundly moving
story of a happy-go-lucky, yet sad, clown, trying to keep the memory of a long-lost love
alive through dance, music, poetry and just a little touch of theatre magic.
Performances begin August 3 at Greenside @ Infirmary Street, Ivy Studio, Venue
236.
[UNTITLED PROJECT] #213 was born after the passing of co-creator Steve Pacek’s
partner, Jorge. “I was stuck for a while in life and as an artist because how do you talk
about something that usually leaves people at a loss for words?,” stated Pacek. “Then,
friends and collaborators reminded me that the essence of theatre is something that
goes beyond words. And that’s when the ‘aha’ moment happened! That’s when
[Untitled Project] #213 came to life in movement and music and dance...some of the
things Jorge loved most when he was alive.”
A recent sold-out Philadelphia engagement was featured in both local and international
press, including Forbes Magazine, Instinct, The Philadelphia Inquirer, NBC Television
Network, and others. [UNTITLED PROJECT] #213 was called one of the “10
Essentials of Live Arts and Philly Fringe” by Philadelphia Weekly, and The Broad Street
Review noted it was “powerful, poignant, transcendent...a rich and charming evening.”
Tickets now on sale at www.tickets.edfringe.com
SERVICE DETAILS
The 213 Collective presents:
[UNTITLED PROJECT] #213, by Steve Pacek, Jenn Rose and Dan Kazemi
Greenside @ Infirmary Street, Ivy Studio – Venue 236
August 3 -16 (no performance on August 11), 17:15 (50 minutes)
Details and video: www.the213collective.com
Cast: Virgil “lil’O” Gadson, Steve Pacek, Sam Shepherd, Liz Filios, Sarah Gliko,
Matthew Mastronardi, Davy Raphaely

